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CDC Refuses To Release Documents To Congress

]

Evidence linking MMR vaccines to autism intentionally withheld
from investigators

By Mike Adams | Natural News
News has been rapidly exploding across the ?truth media? regarding the CDC whistleblower who is now making shocking
revelations: The CDC's own research found that MMR vaccines caused autism in African-American children, and the agency
knowingly buried this evidence to hide it from the public.The scientific conspiracy went all the way to the top of the CDC,
where Dr. Julie Gerberding ? now an executive with vaccine maker Merck ? took an active role in the cover-up and even arranged to
have the whistleblower punished for trying to tell the truth.
CDC refuses to release evidence to Congress
Now we know that the CDC has also refused to turn over this information to Congress, too. U.S. Congressman Bill Posey (8th
district, Florida) requested the documents from the CDC in a congressional hearing, but the CDC has stonewalled, refusing to turn
over anything. This resulted in Congressman Posey calling for the CDC to be investigated. ?The CDC can't be trusted regarding
investigating vaccine safety,? Posey said. ?Huge conflict of interest. I think the CDC should be investigated.?The full interview is
available on the Autism One website.This is all described in detail in this Age of Autism story which also delves into the runaway
criminality of the CDC and its quack science front men such as Dr. Poul Thorsen. Dr. Thorsen ? who was indicted by the Dept. of
Justice for an elaborate money laundering scheme involving the CDC ? engaged in exactly the kind of lies and deceptions we see
reflected in biotech propagandists like Jon Entine, where so-called ?scientific experts? routinely resort to outright lies and
fabrications to protect corporate interests and try to silence skeptics.Dr. Thorsen was a key conspirator who falsified research to
?prove? that vaccines didn't cause autism. This fraudulent research continues to be cited today by vaccine pushers, most of whom are
fully aware of the dangers of vaccines but seem to want as many children to be harmed or killed as possible. The CDC took an active
role in shaping this fraudulent research and funneling money into the hands of Dr. Thorsen so he could continue to carry out his
vaccine fraud.Click here to see the elaborate web of CDC fraud that's still operating today.
CDC running a criminal racket steeped in scientific fraud
What's now abundantly clear is that the CDC is operating what can only be called a ?criminal racket? that's steeped in scientific
fraud for the sole purpose of hiding from the public the truth about MMR vaccine dangers. The CDC possessed irrefutable evidence
in 2002 that MMR vaccines caused a 340% increase risk of autism in African-American babies, yet instead of warning the public,
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the agency's top scientists and executives actively conspired to bury that evidence.Now that Congressman Posey is attempting to get
some answers, the CDC is also stonewalling his office.I called Congressman Posey's office and spoke with his media contact, who
assured me the following statement from Posey is official and on the record:?When it comes to our children, we must make sure that
any intervention is as safe as possible, including vaccinations. Scientific integrity is a key component to giving that assurance. I will
continue to press for a full understanding of the evidence in this situation. The CDC has refused for more than six months to hand
over documents I requested concerning this issue. That is not the type of response we expect from our government.?When I asked
for further clarification, Congressman Posey's spokesperson explained, ?We want to see the truth come out, and ultimately we want
to see proper studies done so families can have assurances? and so the public knows the proper course of action regarding
vaccinating their children.?The CDC, of course, absolutely does not want the truth to come out. That's the whole point of burying the
evidence and refusing to turn over documents to Congress. In this regard, the CDC is acting in almost exactly the same way the IRS
has been behaving regarding its targeting of conservative non-profit groups. These government departments, it turns out, behave like
criminal fiefdoms beholden to no one.
CDC abandons scientific integrity to harm black babies
What's even more horrifying about all this is how the CDC's actions disproportionally harm African-American babies. The medical
reasons for this harm are not yet clear, but it may be related to the rampant vitamin D deficiency among African-Americans due to
their skin blocking UV rays from sunlight. (The situation is so bad that many black babies are literally being born today with rickets,
a disease caused entirely by vitamin D deficiency.)Did the CDC hold a meeting where its top decision makers said something like,
?Oh well, it's only BLACK babies being harmed by this, so let's bury the evidence and tell the world MMR vaccines are safe.? ?If it
turned out that white babies were also being increasingly harmed by MMR vaccines, would the CDC have gone public with the
findings instead of burying them?It's one thing to commit scientific fraud, deceive the public and withhold documents from a
congressional investigation. It's another thing entirely to do so based on a racist agenda, knowing that black babies would be
permanently harmed and handicapped by the CDC's actions.
The Edward Snowden of the CDC
Fortunately we have a CDC whistleblower who is stepping forward with all this information and who has already handed over
nearly 100,000 pages of documentation to independent researchers such as Brian Hooker, PhD.Blogger Jon Rappoport asks Do we
have a ?medical Edward Snowden??The answer is yes.And Natural News has already learned that this whistleblower will soon step
forward to reveal their own name and details about their long tenure at the CDC where they personally witnessed heinous crimes
being committed against humanity in the name of ?immunizations? and public health.Natural News has already been informed of the
name of this person, and I can verify this person is very real and very committed to disclosing the lies which have haunted him for
the past 12 years.
Mainstream media being ordered to bury this story
The corporate-run vaccine pushers are, of course, completely panicked at the thought that the truth is about to come out linking
MMR vaccines to autism. I've even noticed a sharp uptick in the disinfo and propaganda being spread about Natural News in a
desperate effort to silence our voice as we stand on the verge of breaking this historic story.I've also learned that every effort is being
made right now by the vaccine shills (who are funded by vaccine corporations, of course) to pressure the mainstream media to bury
this story in exactly the same way the CDC buried their own evidence. The New York Times, I've been told, has already been
directed to pretend this CDC whistleblower doesn't exist. (Just watch as the NYT ignores this story in the days ahead?) Other media
outlets such as CNN, the Washington Post, Fox News, etc., are no doubt also being pressured in exactly the same way. And that's
why none of the mainstream media can ever be trusted on ANY news. (Because no matter what they do report, there's far more they
deliberately don't tell you?)The raw truth of the matter is that the CDC has now been caught red-handed committing scientific fraud
and running what is certainly a criminal conspiracy to cause extraordinary harm and suffering to African-American children. A CDC
whistleblower is about to step forward. Documents have already been acquired by Natural News and other truth media sources.
These documents will all sooner or later be released to the public. The truth can no longer be buried.
Truth media now breaks all the really important stories
What's even more amazing is that it doesn't even matter if the New York Times completely censors this story. The ?truth media? is
now the dominant information source among the well-informed. Natural News alone reaches about 7 million readers a month, and
our news is picked up and syndicated on hundreds of other websites. Every desperate attempt by the mainstream media to try to
discredit Natural News has only brought us more readers, expanding our reach and audience for the simple reason that people
naturally seek out the truth.Even more importantly, if the New York Times fails to cover this story, that will only further discredit
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them as nothing more than a corporate propaganda mouthpiece. Think about it: How could a CDC whistleblower, scientific fraud
and a racist-overtones vaccine cover-up NOT be a front-page story for any honest media outlet? This is a story that affects every
single family in America, and it's a story of extraordinary criminality and deception carried out by a corrupt government agency that
has deliberately placed tens of millions of black babies in harm's way.This is one of the biggest stories in the history of medicine. By
refusing to cover it, the mainstream media just hands Natural News and other ?truth media? outlets the exclusive reporting on this
story.That's why, as always, you'll want to check Natural News for the real story as this CDC conspiracy unfolds. We'll be releasing
CDC documents in the days ahead, long before you'll see them in the NYT? if ever.
This article originally appeared on Natural News.
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